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- **Board of Directors (~25)**
  - President
    - Steven Anderson
  - Editors/EH
    - Mark Hersey
    - Stephen Brain
  - Book Review Editor/EH
    - Sarah Stanford-McIntyre
  - Publishing Press University of Chicago Press
  - President/ASEH
    - Sarah Elkind
  - Book Review Editor/EH
    - Sarah Stanford-McIntyre
  - Administrative Assistant
    - Andrea Anderson
  - Director of Library and Archives
    - Eben Lehman
  - Educational Specialist
    - M. C. Murphy
  - Assistant Director for Administration
    - Janet Askew
  - Library Interns and Volunteers
  - Project Photo Archivist
    - Vacant
  - Librarian
    - Lauren Bissonette
  - Graduate Assistant
    - M. C. Murphy

- Denotes Full-Time Permanent